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Background

Oversight

Indirect supervision with direct 
supervision available

Indirect supervision with 
immediately direct supervision 

available

Direct supervision
• Shift in 1984 with a landmark case: 

•

• The concept of graded and progressive 
responsibility is one of the core tenets 
of American Graduate Medical 
Education
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Background: Self-Determination Theory

Autonomy 
Competence
Relatedness

Internal 
Motivation

Increased Wellness
Enhanced 

Performance

Decreased burnout
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Background

• Independent rounding (rounding without an attending) has been 
studied in internal medicine
• Limited data exists in pediatrics 
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Objective

• To explore medical student, intern, resident, and faculty 
perspectives on an independent rounding intervention
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Methods

• Independent Rounds 1-2 times per week on the general 
pediatrics wards in two teaching hospitals 
– Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital – Stanford (LPCH) -

Quaternary care university-based hospital 
– Santa Clara Valley Medical Center (SCVMC) - County hospital 

• Resident and faculty development on principles of autonomy
– Sessions conducted prior to start of academic year
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Methods
• IRB approved (46023) qualitative study

• Semi-structured focus groups with a purposive sample of:
– Junior Trainees (MS3s, PGY1s)
– Senior Trainees (PGY2s, PGY3s)
– Hospital medicine faculty at quaternary and county hospital

• Focus groups conducted between Oct 2018- Feb 2019 until 
saturation achieved

• Analyzed for themes using constant comparative approach 
associated with grounded theory

• Member checking used to validate themes
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Results

* Faculty Practice Years: 83% with > 5 
years experience, 61% with >10 years

Table 1: Focus Group Participants
Trainee Level Number of Participants

Junior Trainees 
(n=23)

Medical Students 7

PGY-1 16

Senior Trainees 
(n=20)

PGY-2 9

PGY-3+ 11

Faculty*
(n=18)

LPCH 12

SCVMC 6
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Results: Themes
1. Independent rounds contributed positively to all trainees’ development as 

physicians

2. Senior trainees described increased motivation to take full ownership of 
their patients and the educational needs of the team

3. Faculty were concerned about decreased opportunities for teaching and 
feedback; however, all trainees reported unique learning from both faculty 
presence on and absence from rounds

4. No significant patient safety events were noted

5. All stakeholders identified communication and patient progression 
concerns

6. A tension emerged between decreased faculty and enhanced trainee 
career satisfaction
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Results

Theme 1: Independent rounds contributed positively to all 
trainees’ development

“Having my junior and senior be the leader of rounds, gave me an 
achievable role model figure, and [think], Oh, I really liked how they did 
that. I should do that next year […]. Seeing that someone just a year 
ahead of me or two years ahead of me can do that, makes it 
encouraging to pick up on skills.” – PGY-1
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Results

Theme 2: Senior trainees described increased motivation to 
take full ownership of their patients and the educational needs 
of the team

“I read a lot more. [...] I felt like I had to look things up and really have a 
good understanding of things since it actually mattered. And going on the 
IDSA website, finding the recommendations for all the specifics for 
antibiotics, [...] and really having to gather information and wanting to do 
that and feeling like it was really important and actually moved patient care 
forward. I thought that was really cool.” – PGY-2
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Results

Theme 3: Faculty were concerned about decreased opportunities 
for teaching and feedback; however, all trainees reported unique 
learning from having faculty both present and absent from rounds

“You definitely have fewer opportunities to observe interns and medical students. I 
think the biggest loss is probably for medical students […]. I think if you were on 
rounds that you would have more data points to be able to see what their 
progress is like." – Faculty Member

“The team [felt] more relaxed and then that led to people asking more questions… 
We were having these amazing discussions about management that applied to 
the med students all the way to the junior and the senior. And we were teaching 
each other things and it was […] this really fluid learning environment that I had 
never experienced before.” – PGY-3
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Results

Theme 4: No significant patient safety events were noted

“The attending is still reviewing the vitals. The attending is still examining 
the patient. The attending is still looking at your orders and talking about 
the plan. There pretty much is an attending there. You're just not with an 
attending on rounds.” – PGY-3
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Results

Theme 5: All stakeholders identified communication and 
patient progression concerns

“There were a lot of missed opportunities for closed loop communication. And 
[…] that emerged even in the situation where I was able to kind of debrief with 
the senior resident that I would go into the room and find a lot of confusion 
persisted even after rounds, between the family and the care team in terms of 
what the plan for the day was.” – Faculty Member

“When families are feeling very emotionally upset about something, […] 
having the attending support is really helpful and having them help you 
navigate those situations where you have [for example] an angry parent.” –
PGY-1
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Results

Theme 6: A tension emerged between decreased faculty and 
enhanced trainee career satisfaction

“I have mixed feelings about it. What I love about [independent] rounds is I have been 
hearing for a long time that our residents wanted more autonomy […]But, I do love 
being on rounds [...]. There is a lot of good teaching there in terms of role modeling 
and leading by example and getting to observe those communications in real time.” –
Faculty Member

“We underestimate how much […] autonomy and pushing residents is directly related 
to our wellness because when we are kind of put in a role where we're less the medical 
decision maker and more sort of the organizer or the secretary, it makes our days feel 
longer and more exhausting. We don't feel as necessary. We wonder about why we 
made these career decisions and I felt like on days where I was put in the position of 
like truly being the lead physician on a team […] even if days were longer or stressful in 
other ways, I generally walked away feeling happier and proud of myself.” – PGY-3
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Limitations

• Limited generalizability - single residency program

• Selection and reporting bias

• Implemented alongside several other changes including: 
– Restructuring of wards team with addition of a second general 

pediatrics ward team
– Implementation of scheduled based rounds on general 

pediatrics ward team
– New triage process
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Conclusions

• As a result of the intervention, senior trainees described increased 
motivation to take full ownership of their patients and team which 
led to increased wellness and decreased burnout

• Learners report attendings are actively providing education both 
in their presence and their absence on rounds

• Future studies should explore patient perspectives, concerns 
about communication and patient progression, and concerns 
about faculty career satisfaction
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Questions?

“It is worth noting, however, that no great residency story begins with ‘I’ll 
never forget this one time when a really sick patient came in and then I talked 

to my attending about it and she told me what to do.’”

- Jared Rubenstein, MD, and Lindsay Chase, MD
Making an Omelet, HOSPITAL Pediatrics 2014
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Results: Barriers & Solutions

Non-unified 
communication

• Strategize during pre-rounds huddle and/or pre-room huddle re: 
communication 

• Round together on tougher communication situations and new patients
• Post-rounds debrief with entire team (for unified patient care, 

communication, teaching, and feedback) 
• “One message, reinforced a second time”

• Reset expectation that family-centered rounds take place on all rounding 
days 

Slowed patient 
progression

• Add patient progression planning to pre-rounds huddle
• Highlight expected hospital course when rounding together for new 

patients
• Collect patient data to objectively measure effects 

Decreased 
feedback/ability 
to evaluate 
medical 
students and 
interns 

• Round together on some medical student patients
• Alternatively, medical students could present later in day for feedback

• Learners share goals with attendings to prompt feedback
• Ensure senior residents give feedback
• Increased weight of senior resident evaluations of medical students/ 

interns
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Facilitate a Brief Daily Safety Huddle



Disclosures

§ Children’s Mercy Hospital (CMH) is a Joan Wellman 
and Associates (JWA) Consulting client

§ The content and terminology of the CMH Lean system 
was created in collaboration with JWA Consulting and 
are products of JWA and CMH
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2018-2019 Chief Resident

Children’s Mercy Hospital
Kansas City, Missouri

Background



Children’s Mercy Lean System

Established to:

§ Strengthen culture of patient 
and family centered care

§ Embed solutions into a system

§ Increase efficiencies    
(remove waste)
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“Patient Centered: Every Action, Every Day”

Deploy 
Strategy

Practice Daily 
Management

Provide Care / 
Do Our Daily 

Work
Improve 

Performance

Spread Best 
Practices

Innovate 

Leadership



Daily Management System

Step 1: Establish a Daily Readiness Huddle
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Components of a Readiness Board
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Kristin Streiler, MD
2018-2019 Chief Resident

Children’s Mercy Hospital
Kansas City, Missouri

Let’s run through the board together!
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Workshop involving 
residents, RNs, RTs, 

leadership, & HR

Gen peds, 
subspecialists, nursing 

supervisor, & bed control 
examining this process
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2018-2019 Chief Resident

Children’s Mercy Hospital
Kansas City, Missouri

How do we Address these Issues?



Systems in Place to Address 
these Issues

1. Empowering residents to problem-solve on their 
own

2. Assisting individuals to develop quick solutions 
at the hospital level

3. Escalation of big-issue problems to hospital 
leadership

39



Empowering Residents to 
Develop their own Solutions

§ This represents the majority of issues 
brought up on a daily basis

§ Example:
– Afternoon resident coverage & work-flow 

imbalance
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Assisting Residents to reach Quick 
Solutions at a Hospital Level

§ Problem-solving within our influence as Chiefs

§ Examples:
– Overhead announcement of specific code or rapid-

response room numbers

– Recognition and updating STAT antibiotic orders for 
Fever & Neutropenia power-plans in the ED
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Escalating Bigger Issues to 
Hospital Leadership

§ Problems that spread beyond our ability to solve as 
Chiefs 
– Minority of issues 

§ Escalation of issues to:
– Executive Leadership
– Daily Safety Update (DSU)
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Escalating Bigger Issues to 
Hospital Leadership

43

Residency Nursing Units

Physicians

Supply Chain

IT OR Staff

Nursing

Environmental

7:00 am

8:00 am

9:00 am



Escalating Bigger Issues to 
Hospital Leadership

§ Examples:
– Patients arriving to the floor without standard 

checkout, or delayed notification to inpatient teams

– Clarification of the hospital stroke protocol

– Communication concerns with RNs, RTs, staff

44
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Motivating Residents



Motivating Residents
Andrea Scioscia, MD

Rainbow Babies & Children’s Hospital

Stephanie Vander-Plas, MD
Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center



Objectives

Following this session you will be able to:

● Recognize barriers to keeping residents motivated
● Generate ideas for motivating residents
● Implement these ideas at your program, based on your own 

residents’ needs



Barriers to Motivating Residents

● As clinicians
○ Lack of interest from the residents
○ Burnout
○ Long stretches in the hospital with no protected space
○ Waning motivation over the course of the year
○ High inpatient demands  



Barriers to Motivating Residents

● As educators
○ Time
○ Gaps in medical 

knowledge
○ Fear of “I don’t know.” 



Brainstorm

Rising Chiefs:

● What are some ways you have 
been motivated by your chief 
residents?

Current Chiefs: 

● What ideas have you come up 
with to motivate residents?



http://www.securens.in/securens_blog/motivation-the-what-and-the-how/



Additional Ideas to Motivate Residents

Survey Responses:
Tickets to sporting events given to residents who showed up on time

Peer shout-outs

Gift card incentives for 
board questions answered

Increased face-to-face time with the chiefs
Have residents plan their 

own wellness events

Intern of the Year award

Frequent visibility of chiefs

Designated safe space for 
the residents



Final thoughts?

The picture can't be displayed.



Digital Didactics: An Innovative 
Approach to Pediatric Board Review
Carolina Bautista Vallderuten, MD
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AN INNOVATIVE APPROACH TO PEDIATRIC BOARD REVIEW

C a r o l i n a  B a u t i s t a ,  M D  •  C l a u d i a  P u e r t o ,  M D
Chief  Res idents   •   N ick laus  Ch i ldren ’s  Hosp i ta l   •   Miami ,  FL



WHY BOARD REVIEW?

We want those who are 
statistically in danger of 
not passing to have a 
better chance of 
becoming ABP
certified.



WHAT IS BOARD REVIEW?

18 WEEKS RESIDENTS’
LOUNGE

TEACHERSRESOURCES



SCHEDULE





WHO NEEDS BOARD REVIEW?

ITE
SCORES

ABOVE
AVERAGE

BELOW
AVERAGE

SIGNIFICANTLY 

BELOW
AVERAGE



WHO NEEDS BOARD REVIEW?

ITE
SCORES

BOARD REVIEW
STRONGLY 

SUGGESTED

BOARD REVIEW
MANDATORY



THE GOAL



IN THE PAST

MULTIPLE
CHOICE

TEXT-HEAVY
POWERPOINTS, 

FEW VISUALS

3 HOURS LONG
AT 4:00 PM

ON CALL?
MISSED SESSION



IN THE PAST

Not engaging.

Information overload!

I was in PICU. Couldn’t make it. 



Small group

Food!

Break up content

Visuals

ADULT LEARNERS

Make it relevant

Collaboration

Peer teaching

Feedback



TEACHING TOOLS

• Google Classroom
o Online & App

•BookWidgets
•Quizizz

•Osmosis
•Powerpoint
o Little text

o Lots of visuals & 
animations



TEACHING TOOLS

• Google Classroom
o Online & App

•BookWidgets
•Quizizz

•Osmosis
•Powerpoint
• Little texts

• Lots of visuals & 
animations





TEACHING TOOLS

• Google Classroom
•Online & App

•BookWidgets
•Quizizz

•Osmosis
•Powerpoint
• Little texts

• Lots of visuals & 
animations











FEEDBACK

Great mnemonics and fun games.

I was in PICU. So I used the App!

They focused on the tricky topics.



IN THE FUTURE

•Connect to hospital
CME event App
•Measure outcome
• (improvement

in ITE scores)





Chief Bootcamp –
Milestone special: Develop your 
muscles AND your milestones
Awab Ali Ibrahim, MD,

Brian Gavan, MD, 

Chief Residents , University of South Alabama

Jacqueline Garavito, MD

Resident Physician, University of South Alabama



PedsX
HIIT like a kid

Awab Ali Ibrahim, MD
Jackie Garavito, MD

Hala Al-Safarjalani, MS4



Tabata? Is that a tongue-twister?

� Type of High Intensity Interval Training discovered by Dr. Izumi Tabata.
� Impacts BOTH aerobic (cardiovascular) and anaerobic (muscle) systems.



How does it work?

� Each exercise only lasts 4 minutes

� Give it your ALL for 20 seconds

� Rest 10 seconds

� Do it for 8 rounds

� DONE!



LET’S DO THIS!

� Everyone capable of participating, please stand and show us 
what you’ve got!



But first, let’s do some warm-ups…

Front kicks Butt kicks Bend over and jump, 
landing softly on heels



TERRIBLE TWO’S 
OVERVIEW

� JUMPING SQUATS
� STATIC SPRINTS
� JUMP & SWING ARMS
� KNEES TO CHEST
� HANDS TO GROUND & JUMP
� POKE WITH A FORK
� ALTERNATE KNEES BETWEEN CHEST
� 50 HALF SQUATS



TERRIBLE TWO’S

�2 year olds can…jump!
� JUMPING SQUATS



TERRIBLE TWO’S

�2 year olds can…climb stairs!
� STATIC SPRINTS



TERRIBLE TWO’S

�2 year olds can…throw tantrums!
� JUMP & SWING ARMS



TERRIBLE TWO’S

�2 year olds can…stack 6 blocks!
� 6 KNEES TO CHEST FOR YOUR 6 

PACK



TERRIBLE TWO’S

�2 year olds can…complete 
2-step commands!
� HANDS TO GROUND & JUMP



TERRIBLE TWO’S

�2 year olds can…use a fork!

� POKE WITH A FORK



TERRIBLE TWO’S

�2 year olds…demonstrate 
handedness!
� ALTERNATE KNEES BETWEEN HANDS



TERRIBLE TWO’S

�2 year olds…have 50% intelligible 
speech, with 50 word vocabulary!
� 50 PULSE SQUATS



Interested?

� For those interested in taking this innovative workout to their 
institutions, shoot us an email for the full workout!

� We would also be happy to provide you this trendy t-shirt for 
$20.

� awabali88@gmail.com

� halaalsaf@gmail.com

mailto:awabali88@gmail.com
mailto:halaalsaf@gmail.com
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Background: 
CHP Jeopardy Structure

J2: PGY3J1: PGY3 J3: PGY2

• Three residents cover Jeopardy
• J1 is not scheduled for other clinical duties 
• No pay-back system



Background:
Initiative to change Jeopardy culture

• As part of a focus on improving wellness, 
Program Leadership highlighted Jeopardy 
as an option for the mental health and 
fatigue management of our residents 



Methods
• We reviewed a database of Jeopardy use 

maintained by Chief Residents from 
2015-2018

• We reviewed Intern Maslach Burnout 
Inventory scores and ACGME Resident 
Survey data



Results: Jeopardy Calls and 
Resident Complement
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Results: Reasons for Calling Jeopardy
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Results: Resident Burnout Rate
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Discussion:
Resident Wellness

• Utilization of Jeopardy for all reasons may 
impact Resident wellness

• Jeopardy may be a tool for addressing 
burnout as opposed to a metric for 
measuring burnout

• Jeopardy is not the solution for burnout, 
but provides an opportunity for Leadership 
to intervene with additional resources and 
support



Next Steps:
Improving the Jeopardy Rotation

• Increased utilization of Jeopardy may 
contribute to resident wellness, however, 
it has increased the burden on our 
residents who are being called in for 
Jeopardy
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ProPer Development 
A Professional & Personal Development Rotation for 

Residents

Tiana Won, Weston Powell, Kelly Dundon, Melissa Hewson, Dia Hazra, Paul 
Morales, Maneesh Batra, Mollie Grow

March 27, 2019 APPD Chief Resident Grassroots Session



Objectives

• Describe ProPer: a professional-personal development 
rotation 

• Discuss innovations to support residents’ personal and 
professional growth 



Background

• The ACGME expects residents to demonstrate �a commitment to engage in 
personal and professional development that will sustain them in balancing a 
commitment to their profession with a healthy and productive personal life�

• Residency norm: work time > reflective time



ProPer Goals

Enable categorical PGY2s to: 
• connect with mentors
• reflect on passions and strengths
• develop tools for continued personal and professional growth



ProPer Objectives

• Strengthen mentor and advisor network
• Engage in self-assessment and reflection
• Explore career vision
• Practice activities that enhance well-being in physicians
• Cultivate Personal Development Plan (PDP)



ProPer Development Rotation Structure

• 2 weeks ProPer alternating with 2 weeks jeopardy coverage
• Limited required activities:

• Meet with chief
• Complete StrengthsFinder assessment
• Meet with program director
• Present Personal Development Plan (PDP) 
to GME team



Example Schedule
Day 1 Orientation meeting with chief, reflect on areas to focus learning

Day 2 Well-being planning: mindfulness curriculum, wellness center or counseling 
appointment, passion planner, Strengths Finder

Day 3 Observe AM report & give feedback, update CV
Day 4 Meet with GME team for group check-in and brainstorming, review leadership 

curriculum, start drafting PDP 
Day 5 Continuity clinic, discuss strengths finder with preceptor 
Jeopardy week: on non-deployed days, continue PRO-PER activities
Day 6 Meet with personal career model & complete reflection, meet program director to 

discuss strengths finder & reflections
Day 7 Deliver AM report, make well-being plan for after rotation 
Day 8 Shadow career model, work on advocacy writing (op-ed)
Day 9 Present PDP to GME team, meet mentors
Day 10 Continuity clinic, discuss PDP with clinic group
Jeopardy week: on non-deployed days, continue PRO-PER activities



Personal Development Plan (PDP)

Byerley et al., J Grad Med Educ, 2018



Elements of PDP

• Personal Reflection
• What parts of the day/week do you most enjoy being a physician and why? 

• Experience
• How have things changed for you after this time? 

• Current Career Vision
• Where do you see yourself in 5-10 years?

• Short-term goals, strategies, evidence of achievement & timeline
• Develop a timeline for accomplishing & re-evaluating your goals in areas of knowledge, skills 

& attitudes
• Mentorship & Collaboration

• What will you ask when you set up future meetings?



Example from the real PGY2s







Li et al., Acad Pediatr, 2017





Results

• 15/17 Residents who completed ProPer completed the survey
• 13/15 (87%) respondents strongly/agreed that creating and presenting a 

personal development plan was a useful activity
• 13/15 respondents completed StrengthsFinder
• All were able to create a personal development plan and engage in well-

being activities





I feel like my mentoring network is stronger after the PD rotation



I was able to further explore my career interests



Did we meet our objectives?

• Strengthen mentor and advisor network
• Met with mentor besides PD/APD/Chief: 14/15

• Engage in self-assessment and reflection
• Take StrengthsFinder assessment: 13/15
• Identify areas to focus medical knowledge: 10/15

• Explore career vision
• Engaged in reflective writing on strengths with respect to future career goals: 6/15

• Practice activities that enhance well-being in physicians
• Set personal well-being goals: 14/15
• Engaged in well-being activity: 15/15
• Visited wellness center: 2/15

• Cultivate Personal Development Plan (PDP)
• Completed PDP: 15/15



Resident Comments- Most Useful

“Time/space to reflect on 
career goals, meeting with 
program leadership for 
ideas moving forward, 
putting together PDP 
presentation (allowed me to 
pull all ideas together and 
organize them)”



Resident Comments- Least Useful

“Having jeopardy during the rotation kind of defeated the purpose of 
personal/professional development but I understand why we have it.”

“I'm not sure I learned all that much from 
Strengths Finder, but I might be able to 
look back on it and find useful things. I 
appreciate focusing on strengths”



Summary

• Overall residents felt that ProPer strengthened their mentorship networks, provided 
space to explore career interests, allowed them to engage in wellness activities, and 
provided one of the most valuable resources- TIME

• Future Directions
• Based on Resident feedback

• Peer time
• Training coaches on StrengthsFinder 

• Based on overall experience
• Workshop Sessions
• Advanced Professional Development as PGY3?
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Chief Resident Wellness



Chief Resident Wellness

CHRISTINE BACHA, MD (AKRON CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL) 
GRETCHEN METZENBERG, DO (ST. CHRISTOPHER’S HOSPITAL FOR 

CHILDREN)



Objectives 
❖ Discuss specific Chief Resident wellness 

needs
❖ Review survey results from the individual 

and program-level responses for Chief 
Wellness

❖ Identify strategies to promote, and barriers 
to Chief Resident wellness



Chief specific stressors

Scheduling

Education

Crisis! Institution

Resident 
expectations

Personal life

Career



Survey: What are some barriers to Chief Resident 
wellness that you have recognized this year?

➢ Feeling that you're constantly 'on' 
➢ Unbalanced sharing of responsibilities, not enough 

time to get my personal projects accomplished 
➢ Constantly being the "go-to" for tasks 
➢ Inbox is never empty - always feel like I could be 

doing some task
➢ Many negative residents around winter time 
➢ Lots of meetings, without enough time to execute the 

ideas discussed 



Survey: How have you or your program 
promoted Chief Resident wellness?

Ø Say “no” 
Ø Sleep, quality time friends and family 
Ø Separating myself from e-mail at night and on 

weekends 
Ø Schedule vacations, take time for family 
Ø Trying to leave early sometimes! 
Ø Happy hour with co chiefs! Venting with co chiefs, 

talking to previous chiefs about issues, hanging out 
with our program director 

Ø Starting regular therapy



Breakout Session – group discussion

v Pick one barrier to your wellness and discuss in your 
group how you have approached it

Ø What has worked well to improve it?
Ø What other strategies could you use to address it?

v Pick something that has gone well for promoting wellness 
or resiliency individually or in your program

Ø What has been most helpful in addressing chief-specific 
needs?



Remember, you are not alone and we 
are all in this together!




